
A Quick Guide to Tucking

A Resource Guide by Gaff & Go

Gaff and Go (www.gaffandgo.com) is a Transgender Lingerie and Accessories Brand that
specialises in the Manufacturing and Production of Transgender Products like the Gaff and Go
Transgender TUCKING thong specially made for pre op transgender women and those who
tuck.

For many transgender women, wearing a gender-affirming undergarment is important for our
identity, comfort, and safety. Gaffs are one such item!

I am Robyn (@robynelectra) and I invented Gaff and Go (@gaffandgo)., Our Gaff and Go Trans
Tuck Thong is specifically made for transgender women who have not had genital surgery.
Materials include a mixture of luxury fabric, and the thongs are lined with premium cotton. Each
piece is also purpose-made to gently ‘tuck’ the genitals in place. Gaff and Go Trans Tuck thong
is more of a high-waisted style thong, designed to fully cover up to the hip region and finish
above the bum crack to flatter the derrière.

What is a gaff?

A gaff is, at its most basic, a pair of compression underwear. A gaff is made to be worn either
with or without a “tuck” and works to help transgender women ( or those who tuck ( anyone else
with a penis)) achieve a flatter, more gender-affirmed look. Amongst many other things, this can
help folks fit certain clothing designs (like swimwear) in a way that is more comfortable and



affirming. For many transgender women, tucking is also important to their safety when out in
public.

What style of gaff is best?

This is based on personal preference. Many transgender women prefer various styles of gaffs
and as a result, Gaff and Go has over 5 Different Unique Tuck Gaffs in its collection.

· No matter what tucking garment you pick, if you do tuck, make sure the fabric is tight and thick
enough to hold everything together discretely, yet thin enough to feel comfortable and
breathable beneath your clothing.

· Things may be uncomfortable, but you should never feel pain.

How do I measure for a gaff?

Choosing the right size of gaff is just like choosing the right size of regular underwear. Measure
around your waist, just above the hips, then be sure to check the seller’s sizing guides to
confirm the right size for you. (Don’t go down a size! Tighter is not better.).

It is advisable to order according to your waist size or maybe one size up (one size larger)!, Our
Size Comes in tight fit as the whole essence of a gaff that works is one which is tight fit and firm
so as to prevent any ride up. Most trans women and men who tuck order, stay true to size as
many love a tight firm fit. When placing an order, it is advisable to stay true to size or at least
one size up before deciding otherwise. Please check our Gaff and Go size chart to be sure of
your size! Our Size Chart is UK Men's Size Chart. For example, if you wear Men's Size S in
normal underwear, it means you should order a size S for a firm fit or size M for a more relaxed
fit etc.

What if I don’t have access to/can’t afford a gaff?

You may already be aware of Gaff and Go (www.gaffandgo.com), which mails free tuck gaffs to
trans women who cannot afford or safely obtain them.

About Gaff and Go

As a transgender woman, with friends who tuck, I care deeply about the needs of our
community, which is why I have been working on developing the perfect tuck gaffs for the past
10 years now.

A large part of what I do is to make the perfect tuck gaffs for transgender women and those who
tuck! As far as I know, I’m the only person making gaffs that come in 5 different styles and
colours.



I’m so happy to be bringing these gaffs to transgender women who face access barriers, as
many trans women have more boundaries to stable work and housing, along with other
systemic barriers.

A Visual Reference by Gaff & Go



A Visual Reference Created by Zoah

More detailed Instructions can be found on WikiHow HERE

Companies to buy from:

Gaff & Go
Zoah Official
Tuck it Up
Trans Missie

https://www.wikihow.com/Tuck-and-Tape
https://www.gaffandgo.com/
https://zoah.shop/
https://www.tuckituppp.com/
https://www.trans-missie.com/en/

